
BMW FILMS HARVARD CASE STUDY ANALYSIS

Pros: High chance of good ratings, people requested more videos. Build upon momentum created from first campaign.
Create a.

NET would be able to stand above to others while still looking unique and have the other co monitors have
their content undermined. As already stated two of the optic ions is to either release 5 more short films before
there are copycat films made by other man effectuates or to create a full length film under the same premise.
Such interest has been shown for a full length film because how much people have invest d in the character of
Clive Owens and they would like to see a full story told about the James Bond queues character. Co
intriguing, the last route that BMW may be able to take is the least cost and easiest for them to complete, do
nothing. BMW is now faced with the problem as stated earlier on how to o forth after such a success.
Continuing option two for BMW is to create another set of SSH rot films that continue on the story arc that
was created in the first series. Can it be possible for a marketing campaign to appeal to the more intangible and
emotive side of a consumer and use non-traditional advertising to do it well? One of the main drawbacks that
faces BMW with the develop memento a full length feature film is the costs associated with creating a 2 hour
film that is o n par with the quality that was presented in the first 5 short films. Plus need for uniqueness and
innovativeness are two character restricts they represents their market base and they need to satisfy those
characteristics. The option allows for BMW to focus on more traditional marketing the at they have been
consistently good at and they will be able to bring more focus back on t he individual products that they will
be launching in there near future instead on just grow Eng the BMW brand alone. Median income is higher
compare to Lexus customer base but lower than Mercedes. If BMW was able to get to market first then there
con. BMW owner are male, the same as our main competitor, but average age is lower compare to others
chart4. This is done by opening up The Hire to a wider audience by allowing the series to go to DVD or even
allow it it to be seen in o there forms like theaters and other websites. I believe in order to achieve that BMW
must start producing the films right away and tot be as extensive with their build up to the second set of short
films as they were the first. However, as I have stated above BMW much look to sat y reuse In their
advertising because that is what drew so many to the first films and prop died the positive blowback from the
films. Mercedes are focus on classic prestige luxury and status, more comfortable and more conservative the
same go for Lexus. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Thirdly, at the request of several of viewers of
The Hire rise, BMW has the option of making a full length film based on the same story that was told in the
first film s. L ghastly, BMW must insider that the characteristics of their consumer if people who look for new
and unique products and any option they take must register with these characteristics or they may lose what
they gained through the excitement generated by The Hire. However the most important aspect of choosing t
his option is making sure they release the films quickly and before any competitors start FL doing the market.
Beginning, BMW has the option to try and expand the audience for their first series of short fill ms and try to
increase the positives that it provided. Secondly, BMW must consider how the y will be perceived by the
target market that they have segmented. In addition, by releasing a DVD set that includes the first set Of films
they are still able to milk the influence those films have. Furthermore, because they have already taken this
route they will be able to generate the second series with relative ease and have a lower cost than creating a
feature film. After a required registration step, viewers could watch streaming versions of the films or
download the BMW Film Player, which served as a branded wrapper around the films, and included vivid
descriptions of the vehicles used in each film, along with featurette subplots. Firstly, one must consider all of
the pros and cons to the options that BMW h as put forward to make an informed decisions on what the best
course of action is. The positive behind such an approach that the excite meet that was generated will be able
to carry over to a second series plus they are able to SST ay in the lower cost range without having to use
millions of dollars to create a full length film. The Decision criteria that BMW must focus on and base their
decision on is the at of what option allows them to grow their brand the most without giving up to m such. In
an overstated market, a positive perception is key. Furthermore, with more focus on the products they will be
able t 0 focus On the competitive advantages that their products have over the competition because e they will
be able to go deeper into the product features then the short films did. Summarizing, BMW has 4 different
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ways that they can tackle the problem ahead of them each with their positives and negatives outcomes.
Secondly, the 3 alternatives options will be analyzed and compared accordinglyâ€¦. When we compare that
demographic to data of people that watch BMW films we can see that viewer are younger and have lower
median income this could be one of the opportunity of BMW. Never before or since had an automotive
company taken such a strong stance to drive consumers to the Web, and the results are compelling. Combining
the ideas of producing a series of short films and using the Internet in an advertising campaign, short films for
the Internet was born with BMW Films. However, I do believe that there are some negatives to this approach.
BMW owner demographic is different compare to main competitors such as Mercedes and Lexus. Doing this
would allow BMW to maintain the Pearce option and attitudes that consumers have of them that they are a
innovative brand, plus they will be able to maintain a halo effect with the positives of The Hire influencing the
perception of the second series of film. Lastly BMW could do nothing in terms of The Hire but instead go
back to their traditional marketing techniques and leave the short film tech queue as a success and not
continue. The acceptance and even the overwhelming approval of the BMW campaign shows that consumers
are area day for this shift and are showing inventiveness and need for uniqueness. We should run campaign to
draw people to the BMW website in each continent then make them register their data to the website the same
way that we do it in America.


